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Covid Tests. I'm reading in the newspaper about how many people are testing 
positive for the Covid-19 in Florida. However to put it into perspective I need to 
know what percentage of people are testing positive? In the past we always saw 
that information as they always said that the virus was considered under control 
if it 5% or under. Something like that.

Posted in Safety to 30 neighborhoods

Scott Adams (/profile/51203016/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

"CDC’s Own Math Proves Vax Mandates, Re-Masking Is Anti-Science. We have 
161 million-plus vaccinated, and 5,914 of the vaccinated have been hit hard 
enough with China Flu to end up in the hospital. So I ran these numbers through 
my calculator, and its first answer was “stop bothering me with this but after I 
insisted, it told me 0.0037 percent, which is basically zero. As far as deaths, we 
have 161 million-plus vaccinated and 1,141 from the vaccinated population who 
still died of the China Flu, which comes to 0.00071 percent."

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/07/30/nolte-cdcs-own-math-proves-vax-
mandates-re-masking-is-anti-science/ 
(https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2021/07/30/nolte-cdcs-own-math-proves-
vax-mandates-re-masking-is-anti-science/)

https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/breakthrough-
cases.html?fbclid=IwAR2SWP3eUp98VCOcm-ebP-
sZmfKu01lTs5LnZvawnt_QSeV9CD7wpaBOhOk 
(https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/health-departments/breakthrough-
cases.html?fbclid=IwAR2SWP3eUp98VCOcm-ebP-
sZmfKu01lTs5LnZvawnt_QSeV9CD7wpaBOhOk)

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Scott OH OH. I'm surprised ND let your post come thru. I'm sure you 
had a pop up asking if you would like to reconsider.

See 4 more replies

Carlos Sousa (/profile/61517391/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Landings

(/neighborhood/bocalandings--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Get the vaccine, it’s not 100% fool proof but it will help you in the long run

evelyn lypnik (/profile/49500004/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Greens (/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

How?

Carol Wulfson (/profile/2503552/?is=feed_commenter) • Woodfield

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=detail_author)
Whisper Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL?
source=neighborhood_name) • 1 day ago (/p/dHcXZrSCZr9Z?view=detail)
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Carol Wulfson (/profile/2503552/?is=feed_commenter) • Woodfield

(/neighborhood/woodfieldbocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

evelyn lypnik (/profile/49500004/?is=mention) by providing you 
enough antibodies to get a mild case instead of a severe one if you are 
infected.  But you can always choose to risk the ventilator .

evelyn lypnik (/profile/49500004/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca Greens

(/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Carol Wulfson (/profile/2503552/?is=mention) I had a mild case of 
covid back in November and had my antibodies drawn last month. I still 
have them. I think I’m good right now as opposed to those who will now 
need a 3rd dose of the vaccine. I will recheck my antibodies this month 
and every month if needed.

Martin Burger (/profile/19927272/?is=feed_commenter) • Century

Village (/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Carol Wulfson (/profile/2503552/?is=mention) … or die.

!

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=feed_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

How will it help in the long run? So many vaccinated are carrying the virus 
and spreading it to everyone. I don’t believe this vaccine works, is safe 
and those getting Covid can be treated and preventing death. I just had it 
myself, know others that had it worse than me. They got treated. Now 
they have good treatments if caught time, like any disease.

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=feed_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Carol Wulfson (/profile/2503552/?is=mention) I just recovered so I have 
antibodies. Those at my office had the vaccine, got Covid not so mildly 
and have been out of commission for 2 weeks. They needed to get 
treated. It’s not true what we’re being told and everyone is repeating the 
same talking points. As long as the virus is caught early enough, meaning 
within a couple of days, there are cures. They are using them on people 
who go to the emergency room and request them. They work and then 
you go home. I know many treated that way.

Gwenn Drucker (/profile/42815958/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Greens (/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=mention) bs

Gwenn Drucker (/profile/42815958/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Greens (/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=mention) bs again. Lucky you. Tell that 
to all the families who lost loved ones, or are older people unimportant? I 
lost several people 50+. It’s good you got thru it easily but don’t believe 
for a minute that you and your friends were the usual.

Kathleen Lyons (/profile/26276171/?is=feed_commenter) • Century

Village (/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=mention) i had the shot but when i go 
into stores I still wear my mask...and that is my choice....

Pam Allen (/profile/17393773/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca Landings
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Pam Allen (/profile/17393773/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca Landings

North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Kathleen Lyons (/profile/26276171/?is=mention) Thank you.

Naomi Kerstein (/profile/36949845/?is=detail_commenter) • Whisper Walk

(/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Get the vaccine 
Wear a mask and don’t worry about per centage of anything 
This delta virus is rampant because people are not getting vaccinated!

evelyn lypnik (/profile/49500004/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Greens (/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

But those vaccinated still get it, so how is that a viable argument?

See 13 more replies

Terence Mendonca (/profile/7378991/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Fontana

(/neighborhood/bocafontana--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

15-20% are testing positive, most articles mention the rate.

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Thanks for this. I had to research the local section of the SS instead of 
where it was missing in the front page article. However the word "Cases" 
is sort of misleading. It leads you to believe that that many people had to 
be seen by doctors or hospitals as we normally refer to those as "Cases". I 
believe that the majority of those "Cases" the people were asymptomatic 
and had no idea they had the virus. It is what is. It will spike and lull and 
nothing really can stop it.

Michael Breidenbach (/profile/35535162/?is=detail_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

What is the percentage of people getting tested that is increasing the positivity 
rate? Before people got tested to insure they were COVID free but since being 
vaccinated I have no need to be tested. So outside of ballplayers and any other 
possibly health care workers, who is getting tested, and why. That is where the 
science should be!
Without more detail I believe the numbers are skewed!  . (edited)

Debbie C. (/profile/28823086/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper Walk

(/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Agree

See 1 more reply

Arlene Mount (/profile/23451889/?is=detail_commenter) • Whisper Walk

(/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Before they start telling us to remask maybe they should close our borders!!

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper
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Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Arlene: Now you went and did it. Next Door censors will stop the 
thread.LOL (http://thread.LOL)

See 12 more replies

Gilda Osborn (/profile/15324985/?is=detail_commenter) • Southwind Lakes

(/neighborhood/southwindlakes--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

The positivity rate in PBC 2 weeks ago was 12.6%. We have never seen the rates 
that high and I suspect when they are posted again tomorrow it will be close to 
15%. I am in healthcare and I can tell you we are in a huge mess!

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Wrong.They were much higher in 2020.. Not important how many 
positive tests there are. te majority are not sinck and now add to the 
antibody in their system count towards herd immunity. The more the 
better as hardly any deaths.

See 1 more reply

Cindy Gitlitz (/profile/18663236/?is=detail_commenter) • Spanish Isles/Clint

Moore (/neighborhood/spanishislesclintmoore--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

21,000+ yesterday in Florida ( including my husband and myself)

‼

John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=feed_commenter) •

Brentwood of Boca (/neighborhood/brentwoodofboca--Boca-Raton--

FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

And how are you two feeling?

See 7 more replies

Robert Blashka (/profile/27812239/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

The real issue is hospitalization  and deaths
There are  very few of them. 
The numbers  for death  are .0007.
Regular  flu is much greater

Sandy Cooksey (/profile/12539230/?is=feed_commenter) • West

Boca Raton (/neighborhood/westbocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

That is not at all accurate.

See 4 more replies

Robert Blashka (/profile/27812239/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

That is not to say I am against  vaccines.
I am pro vaccinations

John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=detail_commenter) • Brentwood of Boca
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John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=detail_commenter) • Brentwood of Boca

(/neighborhood/brentwoodofboca--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

I cannot believe this conversation is rearing it’s ugly head again. This happened in 
England not long ago. The US seems to lag a few weeks later. Their numbers are 
back down. This is a virus we will have to learn to live with like all other flus. The 
people that have a higher risk of dying from the virus than from the vaccination, 
get vaccinated. Those that are young get it if you choose to. Bottom line is Florida 
is not going to lock down again. The resorts are full and everyone was enjoying 
themselves (I just got back from one). Enjoy your lives, the sands running through 
the hour  glass never stop….

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

John:
Thanks for your post. Everything with this virus is cyclical and come and 
go..Remember when NY got his the worse and first before most other 
states..Then it went everywhere else.

Sandy Cooksey (/profile/12539230/?is=detail_commenter) • West Boca

Raton (/neighborhood/westbocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

The positivity rate is just over 21%

John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=feed_commenter) •

Brentwood of Boca (/neighborhood/brentwoodofboca--Boca-Raton--

FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

And why? People that are sick are getting tested. Who is getting tested 
that are not sick except people around a person with COVID symptoms

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Landings North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

How many of these are vaccinated…. I hear from nurses that the majority 
are vaccinated ppl.

Andrea Reina (/profile/42159507/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

John Leopoldo And right now that's a lot more than you think!

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Seems very low actually. I wonder how many positives have been 
vaccinated previously?

John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=feed_commenter) •

Brentwood of Boca (/neighborhood/brentwoodofboca--Boca-Raton--

FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=mention) No, the majority are  
NOT vaccinated

Tom Marks (/profile/19936669/?is=feed_commenter) • Century Village
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Tom Marks (/profile/19936669/?is=feed_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

COVID vaccines remain effective against severe infections. Recent data 
places effectiveness against hospitalization at 80% in Israel and 60% in 
Great Britain. It has fallen somewhat from the original 99% effectiveness 
during the clinical trials and the first period of field use with the original 
Alpha strain. Many more hospitalized patients are unvaccinated, but at a 
ratio of around just over 3 to 1, not a million to 1. Time (wearing off) may 
also be a factor in addition to the more vaccine resistant Delta strain. 
Effectiveness has fallen to around 16% in preventing sub-severe infections 
so it is spread about the same whether vaccinated or not (other  things 
being equal, such as the same amount of social contact). CDC issued the 
mask mandate due to the spread of COVID even if vaccinated plus the 
more frequent incidence of severe infections among the vaccinated.

Tom Marks (/profile/19936669/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

I am repeating this because several posters are obviously not aware of recent 
developments with the Delta strain, which is now the predominant variant in 
Florida and the U.S. Some of them still play the blame game. The CDC revealed on 
7-30-21 that vaccinations do not reduce the spread of COVID and the incidence 
of sub-severe infections. This was partly based on their study of a Delta COVID 
infection cluster in which 79% of those infected were vaccinated. Five were 
hospitalized, four of whom were vaccinated. They also compared the viral load of 
vaccinated vs unvaccinated, which was similar in both. They cited this as evidence 
along with other findings in Israel and Great Britain for their recommendation 
about everyone wearing masks indoors. The only group not spreading COVID is 
that of social distancers. Instead of fighting with each other about vaccinations, 
masks, and everything else, we should be united in trying to stop the  more deadly 
Lambda variant coming from South America. (edited)

Bonnie Block (/profile/39259102/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca Greens

(/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Please just answer one rational question that I have. If we are so 
concerned about the spread of COVID-19 why are we allowing people 
into our country untested unvaccinated and infected? And also busing 
them and flying them to other parts of the country. I think we have a right 
to know the answer to that.

Tom Marks (/profile/19936669/?is=feed_commenter) • Century

Village (/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Bonnie Block (/profile/39259102/?is=mention) Right, it is a radical 
contradiction.

Robert Blashka (/profile/27812239/?is=feed_commenter) • Century

Village (/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Tom Marks (/profile/19936669/?is=mention) 
It's not radical  its insanely

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper
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Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Bonnie Block (/profile/39259102/?is=mention) Thanks for your post. 
You are not likely to receive any answers as there are none and people 
that support this current policy are hiding out.

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Landings North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Bonnie Block (/profile/39259102/?is=mention) 
EXACTLY !!!!!!!!!!

Melissa Crowell (/profile/58639712/?is=feed_commenter) •

Southwind Lakes (/neighborhood/southwindlakes--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Bonnie Block (/profile/39259102/?is=mention) the answer is the 
governor throwing his weight around , and appealing the the “ red  
counties! “

Bonnie Block (/profile/39259102/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca Greens

(/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Melissa Crowell (/profile/58639712/?is=mention) so you’re saying that 
is why our borders are open and letting unvaccinated and untested 
people in by the thousands? Again, you’re not answering the question I 
asked.

Tom Marks (/profile/19936669/?is=feed_commenter) • Century

Village (/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

I committed an error of omission in my previous post. Lambda is also the 
dominant variant and rampant in Central America as well as much of 
South America. (edited)

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Melissa Crowell (/profile/58639712/?is=mention) You have been 
watching too much CNN/MSNBC or reading the Sun Sentinel only. Gov. 
DeSantis all ready has the "red" counties. Believe it or not he is doing the 
best he can and is actually appealing to the non red counties..They just 
don't know it.

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Tom Thanks for your post.

Martin Burger (/profile/19927272/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

evelyn lypnik (/profile/49500004/?is=mention) without the vaccine you have 
a much greater chance of dying. That is the best valid argument as far as I am 
concerned.

Robert Blashka (/profile/27812239/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village
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Robert Blashka (/profile/27812239/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Read the front page from the  NY Post 2 days ago

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Landings

North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Seriously 

#

 most people getting effected by Delta are the vaccinated ones.

Elaine Silber (/profile/10831053/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Fontana (/neighborhood/bocafontana--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=mention) With 21k new 
cases..who are you kidding.

See 18 more replies

Jim Pigott (/profile/27034726/?is=detail_commenter) • Town Villa

(/neighborhood/townvilla--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Smarten up! Just go get the shot! It'll save your life!

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Landings North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

My life was good till now without the vaccine. Thank you for your 
concern !!!!

See 7 more replies

Martin Burger (/profile/19927272/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Son in law is a Dr in the Memorial hospital network and he said “Hospital is filled 
with COVID Pneumonia, blood clots and strokes”

$

 Get the vaccine! (edited)

Chris Puccio (/profile/63952029/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca West

(/neighborhood/bocawest--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Yeah from vaccinated patients 

%

See 3 more replies

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Many vaccinated at my office had Covid and not mildly. All were pretty sick.

Mark Goldstein (/profile/39381212/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

That's why they went to DR. I mild or asymptomatic probably smartly 
did not go to a doctor.

See 2 more replies
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Martin Burger (/profile/19927272/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

I wonder if the wise choice for those vaccinated early on would be to get the 
third shot. The bookkeep has been very shoddy so all you need to do is go to 
Walgreens/CVS/Publix and simply say they you are there to get your first shot.

Toni Gad (/profile/40383318/?is=feed_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

How many shots are you prepared to take? Every 6 months? Have you 
researched what’s in these vaccines?

See 10 more replies

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Landings

North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

More truth about the vaccine will come out eventually and maybe it will be 
adjusted but until then I refuse to take it. And in general, I’m not against 
vaccines, but this one came out for emergency cases not for the overall healthy 
public.

To those who got the vaccine, great. Good luck and I wish you all good health. 
No need to force it on me. I’m an adult and capable of making decisions. It’s my 
body, my life!!!! 
Aren’t you all Pro-Choice ????

Albert Smith (/profile/59245795/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper Walk

(/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

if your life isnt an emergency then I dont know what is. all the people 
hospitalized on ventilators now are un vaccinated begging and wishing 
they received a vaccine. so your playing Russian Roulette with your own 
life. yes people are pro-choice, and have chosen to protect themselves. 
no one is forcing you, if you feel forced, you have bigger issues. I really 
dont think people care what you decide to do. I know I dont. at the same 
time I dont wish anything bad on anyone.

See 5 more replies

Martin Burger (/profile/19927272/?is=detail_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

‘I’m sorry, but it’s too late’: Alabama doctor on treating unvaccinated, dying 
COVID patients “

https://www.al.com/news/2021/07/im-sorry-but-its-too-late-alabama-doctor-on-
treating-unvaccinated-dying-covid-patients.html 
(https://www.al.com/news/2021/07/im-sorry-but-its-too-late-alabama-doctor-
on-treating-unvaccinated-dying-covid-patients.html) (edited)

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Landings

North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Testing positive is not a death certificate so it is actually a non-necessary 
measure !!! 
People get sick everyday. Maybe we should get numbers on all major sickness 
to put things into perspective for everyone.
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Albert Smith (/profile/59245795/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

absurd. we have the numbers. Covid is now #4 on the list under Heart 
Disease, Cancer. your blinded by your own stubbornness and that ok. no 
one really cares what you decide to do.

See 2 more replies

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Landings

North (/neighborhood/bocalandingsnorth--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

What they need to show is how many vaccinated are getting Covid, that’s a 
good indication on whether the vaccine reduces/eliminates transmission. If it 
doesn’t do that, it should not be offered to healthy individuals. 
The other measure is real Covid deaths against other deaths so ppl will see that 
the panic is overrated. (edited)

Elaine Silber (/profile/10831053/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Fontana (/neighborhood/bocafontana--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Lola Solomon (/profile/32764399/?is=mention) about one percent.

See 5 more replies

Melissa Crowell (/profile/58639712/?is=detail_commenter) • Southwind

Lakes (/neighborhood/southwindlakes--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Get a new governor!

Lisa Brown (/profile/16087033/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper Walk

(/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Great Governor that's why the real estate market is crazy here. No 
inventory buying sight unseen. Try Again

See 3 more replies

Melissa Crowell (/profile/58639712/?is=detail_commenter) • Southwind Lakes

(/neighborhood/southwindlakes--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

I would like to k ow who decides what vacations kids need for school?? Does the 
governor have say? Or is it the federal government? Or is it the school board?? 
It’s alway been , no shots no school! And these are diseases the have been co 
trolled for many years? So who makes the decision? And it’s

Albert Smith (/profile/59245795/?is=feed_commenter) • Whisper

Walk (/neighborhood/whisperwalk--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

goes by the state, not federal. and from there I dont know. I think its the 
parents ultimate decision, but each county may be different. not sure.

See 1 more reply

Debbie Levine (/profile/24266166/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Greens

(/neighborhood/bocagreens--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

The State Board of Education, subject to the concurrence of the Department of 
Health,  adopts rules to govern immunizations. Then each School District Board 
establishes the policy that students must provide certifications and records must 
be kept on file. This comes from the FL Education Code No. 1003 K-12 
Education.
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Melissa Crowell (/profile/58639712/?is=feed_commenter) •

Southwind Lakes (/neighborhood/southwindlakes--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

So how does the governor have say?

See 14 more replies

Chris Puccio (/profile/63952029/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca West

(/neighborhood/bocawest--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Why people are getting tested for cold like symptoms and a “virus” with a 
survival rate of 99.8% is completely insane and contributing to the government 
being able to blatantly strip us of our rights and implement ridiculous measures 
that make zero sense and change every other month.

Elaine Silber (/profile/10831053/?is=feed_commenter) • Boca

Fontana (/neighborhood/bocafontana--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Chris Puccio In a health emergency your so called rights is contributing 
to the rise in new cases. Get your vaccine.

See 10 more replies

kathy raftery (/profile/3615106/?is=detail_commenter) • West Boca Raton

(/neighborhood/westbocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Deaths from Covid have not increased, they are fearmongering & pushing 
propaganda!

Martin Burger (/profile/19927272/?is=feed_commenter) • Century

Village (/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

There is always a lag between deaths and increase in cases.

See 1 more reply

Elaine Silber (/profile/10831053/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Fontana

(/neighborhood/bocafontana--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

Yes, people are being put on ventilators. Younger people.

John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=feed_commenter) • Brentwood

of Boca (/neighborhood/brentwoodofboca--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

So younger people don’t have underlying health issues? My wife, an ER 
nurse, see them all the time. They are young, overweight, diabetic, 
smokers, drug users, I could go on. Only the smallest percent of 
HEALTHY young people are hit hard.

Rosario Coppola (/profile/6956717/?is=detail_commenter) • Boca Landings

(/neighborhood/bocalandings--Boca-Raton--FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

That depends on which newspaper your reading… 

&

Joy K. (/profile/12554012/?is=detail_commenter) • Spanish Isles/Clint Moore

(/neighborhood/spanishislesclintmoore--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

Information on COVID on www.VAECS.GOV (http://www.VAECS.GOV)

John Leopoldo (/profile/39116785/?is=feed_commenter) •

Brentwood of Boca (/neighborhood/brentwoodofboca--Boca-Raton--

FL/?source=neighborhood_name)

If you are going to put a link up. Make sure it is correct  

'

Joy K. (/profile/12554012/?is=detail_commenter) • Spanish Isles/Clint Moore
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Joy K. (/profile/12554012/?is=detail_commenter) • Spanish Isles/Clint Moore

(/neighborhood/spanishislesclintmoore--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

REMINDER; This is still an experimental shot, move forward and keep an eye out 
for side effects.

Ron Paul (/profile/18108228/?is=feed_commenter) • Century Village

(/neighborhood/centuryvillagebocaraton--Boca-Raton--FL/?

source=neighborhood_name)

REALITY: No not really. Years before the COVID-19 pandemic began, 
experts at the NIH Vaccine Research Center (VRC) were studying 
coronaviruses to find out how to protect against them. The scientists 
chose to focus on one “prototype” coronavirus and create a vaccine for it. 
That vaccine could then be customized to fight different coronaviruses. It 
was important that this vaccine be three things:

    Fast. If a pandemic began — like the COVID-19 pandemic did in late 
2019 — researchers would need to be able to adapt the vaccine and 
produce a lot of doses very quickly.
    Reliable. The vaccine had to be extremely effective in humans.
    Universal. The vaccine would have to work for many different 
coronaviruses, since it is not always possible to predict which viruses will 
spread quickly or become dangerous.

So the reality, most of the research had already been done before COVID 
19.   People did not have the kind of ridiculous hesitation we see today 
with the polio, mumps, etc., vaccines, and those were truly experimental.  
Men jumped to take Viagra, made by Pfizer as is their COVID vaccine, and 
that was truly experimental.  There is no reason not to take the Pfizer or 
Moderna vaccines.   https://covid19.nih.gov/news-and-stories/vaccine-
development (https://covid19.nih.gov/news-and-stories/vaccine-
development)
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